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Abstract: Agriculture is considered as primary livelihood in India . It is considered as primary sector is Indian economy. Size of 

agriculture sector is very vast in India. The most prominent issue faced in this sector is lack of accuracy to predict the suitable crop 

that can grow in available soil fertility , fertilizer that can prove to be beneficial for that crop yield as well as lack of knowledge 

about crop disease and reason behind it. This paper deals with optimized detection of crop type , fertilizer and as well as crop disease 

using Machine Learning techniques. Several machine learning algorithms can be used for recommendation and prediction. This 

system can turn out to be very useful in precision farming. 

 

Index Terms -Harvesting , Machine Learning , Crop Recommendation , Fertilizaer Recommendation , Disease Prediction. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Agriculture has major history in India. India is ranked as second in worldwide farm output and it also contributes to country GDP. 

As per 2018 , agriculture sector contributed 17-18 % to country’s GDP. India is also ranked as first with highest net cropped area. 

Crop yield is the most vital factor in contributing in agricultural monetary. The crop yield depends on variety of factors like climatic 

conditions, geographical factors , financial elements etc . It is difficult for farmer to decide which crop is accurate to plant in which 

conditions. 

              Soil is the key feature in yielding of the crops. Certain crops needs certain types of soil to have best yield hence, knowing 

the ground condition is very important. To understand the soil condition in that area farmers can perform the soil test , which helps 

to understand the nutrient level in the soil. Starting the cultivation of crops by believing the myths of past is not the suitable ways 

as condition of the ground can vary by the time. Hence , by understanding the soil we can cultivate the accurate crop which can 

help us to give the better yield. 

                Another factor which can help us to get better yield is the fertilizer . Fertilizer provide crop with the nutrients that 

are necessary. Without fertilizer soil will be depleted that means all the nutrients present in the soil will be consume. To ensure the 

yield it is necessary to supply the right balance to the soil . So, by understanding the soil type and also drained nutrients we can use 

the right fertilizer to ensure healthy soil and yeild . Therefore, predicting the right fertilizer by understanding the soil conditions is 

also important. 

               Even though agriculture production in India is huge still India is behind as it is difficult to identify the crop disease on time 

and treat it. Identification of disease is the significant challenge . The accuracy of manual prediction of plant disease is not 

dependable as most of the disease are hard to predict through naked eyes and also depends upon experience and knowledge of the 

person. Availability of research work done for plant disease is in huge amount which can help us to predict the plant disease by 

training the model which will study the disease patterns on plants and predict the disease , it’s cause and suitable treatments. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 Although there are many systems proposed , but still majority of the user faces challenge to use it. The solution proposed by us 

aims to solve these problem , by developing a website which is user friendly .This website application considers variety of 

parameters for recommending crops and fertilizers ; parameters like temperature , soil nutrients , area etc . This application will just 

not help user to recommend crop and fertilizer but also will predict the crop diseases it's cause and how to treat it. One the main 

advantage of this application is that user can have all the information at the same platform without much hustle.  
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           The proposed model recommends and predict the result from the data which is collected from Kaggle.com . The integration 

of agriculture sector and technology i.e Machine Learning will help to enhance the farming field. 

 

Figure 1: the system architecture of the proposed system 

 

It is a web application which has three modules a: 

1.   Crop Recommendation 

2.   Fertilizer Recommendation 

3.   Crop Disease Prediction 

  

The user just needs to access this page ; without registering user can use the application services which makes it user friendly 

application . The crop recommendation module recommends crop using the selected attributes from the dataset where as the 

fertilizer recommendation system guides regarding the suitable fertilizer for the crop . It will also predict the diseases by uploading 

image of the crop . 

   If farmer is not aware of the crop to be farmed this year , he can use the crop recommendation system . In this system farmer must 

just provide the soil nutrients , rainfall , location . The system will predict the best crop which is best suitable for the given conditions, 

which makes it easy for farmer to choose the crop. Fertilizer plays the crucial role in the yield of the crop. Using the wrong fertilizer 

can have adverse event of the crop. This system will predict the best fertilizer using soil nutrients and crop information. This system 

also classifies the crop disease . It will extract the feature from the input image of the crop and will predict the crop the disease. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Great paintings has been performed, and lots of ML algorithms were carried out inside the agriculture zone. the maximum essential 

mission in agriculture is to boom farm manufacturing and offer it to the give up-consumer with the high-quality possible charge 

and satisfactory. it's also determined that as a minimum 50% of the farm produce receives wasted, and it never reaches the give up-

person.  

 

The proposed model indicates the techniques for minimizing farm produce wastage. one among the current works, S. Pavani et.al. 

offered a version in which the crop yield is anticipated the usage of KNN algorithms by means of making the clusters. it is been 

proven that KNN clustering proved lots higher than SVM or regression. 
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Nishant et. al. predicted the crop yield for the right 12 months with the assist of superior regression techniques like Enet, Lasso and 

Kernel Ridge algorithms. The Stacking regression helped to boost the accuracy of the algorithms. 

 

 

Disadvantages OF existing system: 

the principle task faced in agriculture region is the lack of information approximately the converting variations in climate. each crop 

has its very own suitable climatic features. this may be handled with the assist of specific farming strategies. The precision farming 

not handiest keeps the productiveness of crops however also increases the yield rate of production. 

the present gadget which recommends crop yield is either hardware-primarily based being highly-priced to hold, or not easily on 

hand. 

despite many answers which might be recently proposed, there are still open challenges in creating a person-pleasant application 

almost about crop recommendation. 

 

 

 

IV. LITERRATURE REVIEW 

 

 

In Paper[1], For prediction of crop disease using weather data with the help of extreme literacy machine they've proposed a new 

approach Predicting when a complaint will increase to a threshold that causes significant profitable loss is important to help. 

formerly being styles and approaches have been surveyed and studied, and it shows that complaint incarnation vaticination is a 

linearly thick problem and the proposed approach is better for linearly thick problem. trials were conducted for different activation 

functions and it could give satisfactory delicacy of91.5 for radial base function.  

  

 Paper[2] Crop conditions and pests play a crucial part in reducing crop product and quality. thus, the discovery is fundamental in 

perfection agriculture task. Homemade discovery of conditions takes fresh time and sweats on the larger area of the ranch. Deep 

literacy approach can be used to descry the conditions and pest more directly on leaves and other corridor of the crop. The proposed 

system is helpful in detecting crop conditions as well as pests. In this paper, the deep literacy ways related to conditions and pest 

discovery has been reviewed and the deep literacy model for automatic opinion of crop conditions and pests is proposed. 

  

In paper[3] author have used decision tree classifier to classify the conditions of cotton crop. Environmental and soil temperature 

data is collected through input detector and also shoot to garçon. Garçon also authenticates the data and transfers it to Temperature 

Depository i.e. database, where the stoner input values are compared with available training dataset. This data is recaptured in csv 

format to Decision Tree Classifier, Which predicts the applicable result and give it to the stoner. In( 1), they've taken a dataset with 

11 attributes and 310 rows for vaticination of crop complaint. With the help of different ways like decision tree, Naive Bayes, 

Neural network they've performed crop complaint vaticination. By performing these ways they concluded that, the delicacy of given 

data in Decision tree, Naive Bayes, SVM, Neural Network.  

  

 In[4], originally they introduced a brief review of ELM, describing the principle and algorithm of ELM. also, they've put variants 

of ELM, especially on incremental ELM, pruning ELM, error- minimized ELM, two- stage ELM, online successional ELM, 

evolutionary ELM, voting- grounded ELM, ordinal ELM, completely complex ELM, and symmetric ELM. After that, they've 

summarized the operations of ELM on classification, regression, function approximation, pattern recognition, forecasting and 

opinion, and so on. At last, they've bandied several open issues of ELM, which may be good of exploring in the future 

 

       

V. CONCLUSION 

A model is proposed of recommending soil and fertilizer as well as prediction crop disease. 

The research has been done on datasets from Kaggle. 

Integrating agricultural sector and machine learning will give boost  to the agricultural sector. To predict the best result various 

algorithms will be used and compared. 

This project will help farmer to have the best yield without facing much of the loss.  To implement this project thoroughly the study 

of soil contents and it’s relationship with the crop and fertilizers needs to be done as well as study of different plant disease and it’s 

cause and also it’s treatment. Analysis of the available datasets will be done to come up with higher accuracy in the model. The 

future work will be deploying the model into the application which will be user friendly . 
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